
90s Nostalgia Velvet Stripe Scarf 

Knitting Pattern 

by Moth and Rust DIY 

mothandrustdiy.com 

Materials:  

• US 11 (8mm) needles  

• Yarn Bee Velvety Smooth (or another velvet type yarn) 

• Lion Brand Wool Ease (or any worsted weight yarn) 

Instructions: 

With the velvet yarn, cast on 21 sts, using your preferred cast on 

method. 

Row 1:  knit. 

Row 2:  k1, *p1, k1, repeat from *. 

Attach worsted yarn. 

(working with worsted yarn): 

Row 3: holding both the worsted yarn and the velvet yarn, knit the first stitch.  Drop the velvet yarn, and 

knit to the end, using only the worsted yarn. 

Row 4: k1, p1, repeat until 2 stitches remain (one stitch is worsted yarn, one is velvet.)  Knit the two 

stitches together.  You should still have 21 stitches. 

Row 5:  repeat row 3. 

Row 6:  repeat row 4. 

(working with velvet yarn): 

Row 7: holding both the worsted yarn and the 

velvet yarn, knit the first stitch.  Drop the worsted 

yarn, and knit to the end, using only the velvet 

yarn. 

Row 8: repeat row 4. 

Repeat rows 3-8 until you’ve reached your 

desired length of  scarf.  Bind off  using your 

preferred method. 

(Same pattern, explained another way, in 

case it makes more sense this way!): 

Essentially, this scarf  is made of  the same two 

rows….just alternating yarns. 
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First row: knit 

Second row: 1 x 1 rib stitch 

Work with the velvet yarn for two rows, then switch to the worsted for four rows, then repeat until desired 

length. 

When I work the first stitch of  the knitted/odd rows, I always pick up both yarns, then make sure to knit 

that stitch together when I come back to it on the rib/even row…but you don’t have to do that if  you’d 

rather carry your yarn another way. 

Also, you can always change the ratio of  worsted to velvet rows if  you want.  This is just how I made my 

scarf. 

This pattern is copyrighted and for personal, non-commercial, use only.  It may not be copied, redistributed, or sold.  Finished 

products created from this pattern may be sold by individual crafters, but please credit mothandrustdiy.com for the pattern. 

Questions? Email mothandrustdiy@gmail.com 

instagram.com/moth_and_rust 

facebook.com/mothandrusthandmade 

youtube.com/c/mothandrust 
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